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Monday, July 23 of 2018

DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF NAZARÉ,
PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS  

To the singers of My Heart

Dear children,

Universal life, which is infinite and unknown, can reflect itself on Earth by means of its great
Mirrors of Light, as well as through the mirror-souls.

In this day of a new celebration and offering, your singing souls will participate, together with the
Heavenly Mother, in a planetary task that will radiate through music.

The music offered for the healing and upliftment of humanity has its own science, which allows it to
contact higher universes of consciousness where powerful currents of healing and harmony flow
and circulate, which are in this time, of great help and support to humanity.

By means of the offering that will be made today by the choirs of the Communities-of-Light, the
Spiritual Hierarchy will attract, as a cosmic magnet, these necessary currents so that the planet and
humanity may reach in some plane, a process of spiritual and inner healing.

Thus, singing children, each musical piece and each presentation that will be offered today, will
contribute so that the Source of the Sacred Feminine Energy, in its greatest state of Original Purity,
may intercede for the consciousness of humanity, so that new attributes may awaken in the souls. 

From the higher universes, a network of Greater Mirrors will start working, so that by means of
them, and of the inner attunement of each singing soul, a spiritual communication may be
established, which will open an internal door for these impulses to descend from the spiritual orbit
of the planet, toward humanity.

In order for souls to be able to approach Universes of this level, the channel of music will build this
condition, and thus, the spiritual impulses will reach those hearts, which with sincerity, are
connected with the development of the whole task. 

Therefore, the meeting of music today will be different and even deeper in its spiritual counterpart,
as from these levels, non-material Laws will activate to help humanity and in consequence, the
planet.
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Each meeting of music that has taken place, with effort and love on the part of My children, has
demonstrated to the spiritual Universe a possibility to deepen in the scope of the Plan of Rescue of
the Hierarchy, as well as in the healing of humanity.

In this gala night, in which your souls will be clothed in the best attributes of love and brotherhood,
may all that is offered today resound again in the spiritual level of the planet, so that more positive
effects of healing and redemption continue to manifest in this race.

As Mother, I wish you a gorgeous meeting of love and of upliftment.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


